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This pandemic has led many—exhibitors and visitors alike—to question the necessity of live 
trade events. Exhibitors must consider the health and safety implications, as well as the high 
costs often associated with a trade show. Show attendees, similarly, must weigh the value of 
attending a trade show, as well as the risks for both themselves and their employees.

INTEREST IN LIVE 
EVENTS IS GROWING

READ MORE

By Stephen “Shep” Sheppard
Key Accounts Sales Manager, Farpointe Data
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Yes, We’re Open and Shipping!
Product Lead-Time Updates
In response to the global supply chain disruptions caused by 
the COVID-19 pandemic, including those underpinning the 
electronic security industry, Farpointe is pleased to offer our 
partners a weekly lead-time update on key products.

WEEK OF JAN 24 UPDATE

ISC WEST 2022
VISIT FARPOINTE AT

BOOTH 7077 • LAS VEGAS, NV • MARCH 23-25

Visit Farpointe Data at ISC West 2022
March 23 – 25, Sands Expo Center, Las Vegas, Nevada

Farpointe is excited to begin the 2022 trade show season with ISC West in Las Vegas. We will be focusing on RFID solutions for 
various industry verticals, and are looking forward to bringing back our popular Friends of Farpointe event—a must-attend event 
for electronic access control professionals. Watch for announcements to come.

Register for ISC West today, then stop by Booth #7077 to see why Farpointe’s world-class RFID products are trusted by access 
control system partners around the globe.

REGISTER FOR FREE
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